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Abstract

Glomerulonephritides represent a diverse array of diseases that have in common immune cell-mediated effector mechanisms that cause organ damage. The contribution of neutrophils to the pathogenesis of proliferative glomerulonephritis (GN) is not well recognized. Most equate neutrophils with killing pathogens and causing collateral tissue damage during acute inflammation. However, these phagocytes are endowed with additional characteristics that have been traditionally reserved for cells of the adaptive immune system. They communicate with other cells, exhibit plasticity in their responses and have the potential to coordinate and inform the subsequent immune response, thus countering the notion that they arrive, destroy and then disappear. Therefore, neutrophils, which are the first to arrive at a site of inflammation, are potential game changers in GN.

Introduction

Glomerulonephritides collectively are the third leading cause of end-stage renal disease in the USA after diabetes and hypertension (http://www.usrds.org/adr.htm), and increased in prevalence by 55% between 1990 and 2001 to over 50,000 existing cases [1]. Despite this, treatments for these diseases are largely nonspecific (e.g. immunosuppressive or cytotoxic) and have moderate efficacy [1]. Glomerulonephritis (GN) can be categorized into two groups: proliferative forms associated with increased glomerular cellularity resulting from immune cell influx and the proliferation of intrinsic cells, and nonproliferative forms. At several levels, leukocytes are central players in the progression of proliferative GN, from influencing the development of the humoral and adaptive immune responses to affecting local effector mechanisms directly responsible for glomerular damage. Several excellent reviews have focused on the role of T and B cells as well as macrophages in proliferative GN [2–5]; here, we focus on neutrophils. Neutrophils are well-established players in host defense and acute inflammation. However, owing to the fact that they are short-lived and terminally differentiated cells with no immunological memory, their participation in chronic disease has been largely neglected. This is despite the fact that in partnership with the adaptive immune response, neutrophils have the potential to coordinate every stage of inflammation from induction to resolution and tissue repair.
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Clinical examples of GN associated with glomerular neutrophil accumulation

The term “proliferative” is classically used in the histo-pathological description and classification of GN and refers to glomerular hypercellularity often resulting from an increase in leukocyte accumulation. A summary of proliferative GN is presented in Figure 1. Neutrophil accumulation is observed with proliferative GN in many clinical settings. These include proliferative GN owing to the deposition of circulating immune complexes (i.e. in infections, autoimmune disease and paraproteinemia), the generation of immune complexes in situ (i.e. antiglomerular basement membrane antibodies – anti-GBM, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies – ANCA, antibody-mediated rejection in a transplant) or complement dysfunction (Figure 1) [6]. Studies have documented neutrophil infiltration in renal biopsies from patients with membranoproliferative GN (MPGN), lupus and crescentic GN [7–9] that coincide with strong macrophage infiltration [8]. The ongoing presence of neutrophils in these chronic renal diseases strengthens the notion that these cells play significant roles in progression of not only acute but also chronic GN. Specific examples of human GN associated with neutrophil infiltration are discussed below.

Postinfectious GN is the prototypic diffuse proliferative GN typically seen following bacterial infection, such as streptococcal throat infection, but can occur in the setting of other bacterial, viral, fungal or protozoal infections [10]. Immune complex deposition along the glomerular capillary walls resulting in prominent endocapillary proliferation associates with extensive neutrophil infiltration within the glomerular capillaries [6]. Immunofluorescence studies demonstrate immunoglobulins, usually IgG and C3, in a granular appearance along the capillary walls. Electron microscopy shows subendothelial electron-dense deposits along with characteristic dome-shaped subepithelial electron-dense deposits termed “humps”, which aid the diagnosis of postinfectious proliferative GN [11] (Figure 2).

Infiltrating mononuclear leukocytes and neutrophils also contribute to the glomerular hypercellularity of MPGN (characterized by diffuse mesangial cell proliferation), for instance secondary to systemic immune complex diseases (such as systemic lupus erythematosus, SLE; or mixed cryoglobulinemia, see Glossary) or in the context of infections (hepatitis B and hepatitis C) [12]. The sustained production of nephritogenic immune complexes and their specific deposition in the mesangium and the subendothelial space triggers complement activation and the recruitment of effector immune cells including neutrophils [13]. Finally, although not immune complex or antibody mediated, proliferative GN can also result from dysfunction of the alternative pathway (AP) of complement. The AP is constitutively active at low levels. However, progression of the cascade is strictly controlled at each level by multiple complement regulators and inhibitors such as Factor H. In some types of MPGN, glomerular inflammation is induced by the uncontrolled activation of the alternative complement pathway, owing to autoantibody directed against the C3 convertase (C3 nephritic factor, C3NeF) that prevents degradation of the convertase, or a genetic defect or a functional deficiency of Factor H. Complement proteins accumulate along the capillary walls. This is observed as dense deposit by electron microscopy and is, therefore, referred to as the “dense deposit disease.” If immuno-type deposits are composed of only C3, it is referred to as C3 GN. Proliferative GN develops in both cases and is associated with neutrophil influx [14–16].

Rapidly progressive GN (RPGN) (with severe acute renal failure developing within a few days) can have many causes, but often results from autoantibody-mediated injury and typically occurs in two settings: autoantibodies against the GBM or autoantibodies directed against ANCA (antiproteinase 3 – anti-PR-3 or antiperoxidase – anti-MPO) or another
neutrophil antigen, Lamp2 [17–19]. Human lysosomal-associated membrane protein 2 (Lamp-2) is an autoantigenic target in patients with active necrotizing and crescentic ANCA GN. Lamp-2 is located on the membranes of neutrophil intracellular vesicles that contain PR-3 and MPO and on the surface of endothelial cells [20]. In both anti-GBM and ANCA associated RPGN, the GN is very aggressive and results in necrotizing and crescentic GN, often with neutrophil infiltration into the glomerular capillaries, crescent formation and areas of necrosis. Similarly, in kidney transplantation, antibodies to human leukocyte antigen can result in acute (and chronic) antibody-mediated graft rejection characterized by neutrophil infiltration into the glomerular capillaries (glomerulitis) and peritubular capillaries (capillaritis) with endothelial injury. Antibody-mediated injury associates with the peritubular capillaries of the graft staining positive for C4d, a degradation product of complement component 4 [21]. A summary of renal biopsy findings of proliferative GN is presented in Table 1.

Despite consistent reports of neutrophil infiltration in human GN, their involvement in disease pathogenesis remains speculative in most cases. An exception is ANCA GN wherein neutrophils are the targets of antibodies that recognize neutrophil antigens. ANCA bind MPO and PR-3 expressed on the surface of activated neutrophils. This in turn induces cytoskeletal rigidity and intracellular signaling, which promotes degranulation and the release of chemoattractants and cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) that together cause tissue damage [22,23]. ANCA-induced GN is associated with a paucity of immunoglobulin in glomerular capillaries and vessel walls and is frequently referred to as pauci-immune GN. The number of activated neutrophils in renal biopsies from patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis correlates with the ANCA titer and the renal damage [24]. Moreover, the level of neutrophil expression of membrane PR-3 in patients with Wegener granulomatosis as well as the anti-PR-3 titer might correlate with the risk of relapse of the disease [25].

**Mouse models of GN: leading roles for neutrophils**

Studies in genetically engineered mice in combination with neutrophil-depletion approaches and GN models developed in mice have accelerated our understanding of the role of neutrophils, their receptors and associated molecules in GN. Neutrophils play leading roles in the pathogenesis of anti-GBM thrombotic microangiopathies and ANCA-induced GN, which are relatively acute models, as well as accelerated nephrotoxic nephritis, lupus nephritis and MPGN, which are more chronic models of GN. It is noteworthy that the relative contribution of neutrophils compared to other leukocyte subsets in murine models probably underestimates their involvement in human GN as the median value of circulating neutrophil counts in humans is approximately 3- to 3.5-fold higher than in mice [26].

Anti-GBM GN in mice induced by injection of nephrotoxic serum is an acute, rapidly resolving nephritis that recapitulates aspects of post-streptococcal GN in humans. Glomerular neutrophil accumulation is observed early in the course of disease and is well-recognized as the effector cell responsible for the observed proteinuria [27,28]. Thrombotic GN in mice, induced by the sequential injection of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and anti-GBM, resembles thrombotic microangiopathies, recapitulate features observed in clinical settings including thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura and hemolytic uremic syndrome. Microangiopathies in humans are also present secondary to malignant hypertension, antiphospholipid syndrome (frequently associated with SLE), some cancers, therapeutic drug use (e.g. immunosuppressive agents) or infection (e.g. HIV) [29]. In a murine model of thrombotic GN, neutrophils are essential for glomerular damage and the accompanying thrombosis [30]. ANCA GN can be partially reproduced in mice by inducing an immune reaction (antibody or cell mediated) to MPO. Several studies in these animal models demonstrate that neutrophils are important effectors of ANCA GN [20,31,32].
In contrast to these relatively acute models, the role of neutrophils in more chronic models that require an adaptive immune response is less well understood. A murine model of nephrotoxic serum nephritis, induced by preimmunizing mice with IgG followed by the injection of nephrotoxic serum, replicates aspects of MPGN. The selective expression of human FcγRs (receptors for complexed IgG) on neutrophils is sufficient to promote susceptibility to proliferative GN. Notably, neutrophil influx precedes the accumulation of macrophages [33], which play a key role in development of crescentic GN [34].

Several murine models of SLE that spontaneously develop GN have been used to understand effector mechanisms of lupus nephritis [35]. In particular, the MRL/lpr strain of mice spontaneously develops a diffuse proliferative GN associated with immune complex deposition and infiltration of neutrophils, T cells and monocytes in the glomerulus [36]. There is indirect evidence that neutrophils promote lupus nephritis. Blockade of C5a, a powerful neutrophil and monocyte chemoattractant, decreases the influx of these cells and prevents the development of kidney injury [37]. Moreover, double-negative T cells (CD4-, CD8-) in MRL/lpr mice produce high amounts of interleukin 17 (IL-17), a potent proinflammatory cytokine that functions mainly by recruiting neutrophils to sites of inflammation. Indeed, these T cells infiltrate the kidney and upon adoptive transfer can cause nephritis in a non-autoimmune mouse model [38]. Finally, MRL/lpr mice with a genetic deficiency in leukocyte adhesion molecules ICAM-1, LFA-1 or all CD18 integrins exhibit a prolonged survival and reduced severity of GN as compared to their wild-type MRL/lpr counterparts; these outcomes correlate with decreased glomerular neutrophil accumulation[39,40]. Although these adhesion molecules would be expected to directly mediate neutrophil migration, the phenotype in the knockout mice could also be attributed to decreased autoantibody production [39,40].

Uncontrolled complement activation associates with the development of MPGN. Similar to observations in patients, Factor H deficiency in mice results in unhindered C3 activation and the spontaneous development of MPGN over a period of 12 months with C3 and C9 depositing within the renal capillary wall [41]. Glomerular neutrophil accumulation is observed in mice coincident with disease development and C5 is implicated in neutrophil accumulation and the induction of renal lesions [42]. The effects of C5 might be direct or they might be indirect, as C5a and/or membrane attack complex formation at sublytic concentrations activates the endothelium and stimulates chemokine IL-8 and MCP-1 production [43,44]. MPGN can also be induced in mice by the intraperitoneal injection of murine hybridoma cells producing a cryoglobulinemic IgG3 anti-IgG2a. The severe GN reported in these mice associates with extensive glomerular neutrophil infiltration [45] and neutrophil immunodepletion prevents development of GN [46].

**Mobilization of foot soldiers**

Neutrophils are the first leukocyte subset to arrive at a site of inflammation and are recruited via a multistep process. The sequence of events in nonantibody-mediated inflammation is well known. Cells tether and roll on the activated endothelium in postcapillary venules. In response to inflammatory mediators that upregulate integrin activity, the rolling velocity slows, cells adhere and crawl on the endothelium and then transmigrate either through or between adjacent endothelial cells. The molecules responsible for these steps have been delineated primarily by intravital microscopy (IVM), which allows the direct visualization of the vasculature in a living animal. Rolling is promoted by selectins and their ligands, which are cell surface glycans, and in some cases α4 integrin, which interacts with VCAM-1 on the activated endothelium. The CD18 integrins and their cognate receptor on the endothelium, ICAM-1, slow the rolling velocity and promote cell adhesion and intravascular crawling. Molecules at the endothelial junctions, PECAM-1 and JAM-C, support...
transmigration [47]. Whether these steps are required for neutrophil recruitment in the unique fenestrated vasculature of glomerular capillaries is beginning to be elucidated. The anatomic location of glomeruli precludes analysis by conventional IVM. Experiments in a hydronephrotic kidney model, which provides the tissue transparency needed to visualize the glomerular vasculature by IVM suggests that as in other capillaries, neutrophils deform to move through the narrow space of glomerular capillaries under high pressure. In response to anti-GBM treatment, cells do not roll in the glomerular capillaries but undergo immediate arrest [48]. Although P-selectin, required for leukocyte rolling in many vasculatures is largely absent in the capillaries of a normal glomerulus [49], P-selectin on platelets deposited in the nephritic kidney provides a platform for leukocyte arrest [48]. One caveat of this model is that hydronephrosis might alter the steady state of the tissue and thus potentially alter the requirements for adhesion receptors. Multiphoton-fluorescence microscopy systems capable of collecting optical sections from deep within the normal kidney have been used for real-time analysis of kidney function, such as glomerular permeability and microvascular blood flow [50]. However, to our knowledge this method has not yet been exploited for visualizing leukocyte interactions in the glomerular vasculature.

Many glomerulonephritides result from the generation of immune complexes (ICs) in situ by the binding of IgG to glomerular planted or self antigen or via the deposition of soluble immune complexes that form in circulation (Figure 1). Thus, a fuller understanding of IgG-mediated responses is required to appreciate the molecular mechanisms recruiting neutrophils in GN. This has been partially accomplished by developing models of soluble IC deposition in the cremaster muscle, which has the requisite tissue transparency for real-time analysis of leukocyte interactions within the vasculature [33,51–53]. Classical neutrophil adhesion receptors (CD18) and endothelial ligands (P-selectin, ICAM-1), platelets and chemokines, together with components of the humoral immune system (FcγRs and complement) support neutrophil recruitment in these models; details of these studies can be found in another recent review [54]. The individual molecular requirements appear to be dictated by the location of immune complexes (i.e. primarily intravascular versus extravascular), which in turn determines the repertoire of inflammatory mediators generated and the intensity of the inflammatory response. Mechanisms of neutrophil recruitment have also been inferred by immunohistological examination of renal tissue harvested from mice subjected to GN. These studies have produced some surprises. For example, P-selectin deficiency [49,55], Mac-1 deficiency [40] or chemokine blockade [56] paradoxically adversely affect glomerular inflammation. These unexpected results are explained by different processes. P-selectin deficiency depletes soluble P-selectin, an immunomodulatory molecule that interferes with neutrophil interaction with the endothelium in nephrotoxic serum nephritis. The absence of the C–C chemokine receptor CCR5 enhances leukocyte recruitment to glomeruli following induction of nephrotoxic serum nephritis and worsens the damage by inducing increased expression of the chemokines CCL3 and CCL5 that interact with CCR1. Although Mac-1 deficiency prevents neutrophil recruitment in an acute model of anti-GBM nephritis [57], in the context of SLE [40], it enhances disease. The mechanisms that grant Mac-1 a protective role remain unclear.

ANCA-induced neutrophil recruitment has also been studied by IVM. Anti-MPO serum-induced neutrophil adhesion in the glomerulus of the hydronephrotic kidney occurred through α4 integrin [58]. In the cremaster, high doses of anti-MPO also led to α4 integrin-dependent neutrophil recruitment [58]. By contrast, lower doses of anti-MPO IgG in combination with local treatment of the cremaster muscle with cytokines or LPS resulted in neutrophil adhesion that depended on CD18 [58,59] and FcγRs [59].
In summary, leukocytes appear not to roll in glomerular capillaries and, therefore, do not require the selectins such as P-selectin in their traditional role as tethering receptors. By contrast, as shown in postcapillary venules of the nonrenal vasculature, the interaction of integrins (i.e. α4β1 and the CD18) with their adhesion molecule ligands on the activated glomerular endothelium promote leukocyte arrest. In addition, FcγRs have emerged as important regulators of leukocyte recruitment in the context of IgG deposition, as assessed by IVM and murine models of GN.

Ready to serve with an arsenal of weapons

Neutrophils, once activated, can release several inflammatory mediators, including ROS and reactive nitrogen species, proteinases, cationic proteins, lipid mediators and cytokines [60].

ROS are essential but might also promote tissue injury [60]. The amount and localization of ROS (extracellular versus intracellular) are dictated by the activating stimulus that, in turn, defines whether the ROS are cytotoxic, induce neutrophil apoptosis [61] or aid in communication between cells. With regard to the latter, ROS might modify the environment of other cells (e.g. by protein oxidation and cleavage) and/or influence intracellular signaling pathways as ROS are membrane-permeant [62]. Enhanced ROS generation in GN in humans and rodents [63] associates with the accumulation of neutrophils and macrophages [64,65], suggesting that these cell types contribute to oxidative stress. Moreover, ROS generated by FcγR-engaged neutrophils perpetuate neutrophil recruitment and glomerular injury [66]. Recent studies have highlighted the capacity of ROS to regulate mitogenic pathways in the glomerulus. For example, oxidative stress induces mesangial proliferation and promotes fibrosis[63,67,68]. Nitric oxide (NO), produced in neutrophils by inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), can react with superoxide anion to generate peroxynitrate, which can modify protein function by nitrosylation. In an anti-MPO model, iNOS expression and ROS are observed in infiltrating neutrophils and monocytes and correlate with nitrotyrosine generation in these cells [64]. In a rat model of mesangial proliferative GN, iNOS strongly associates with neutrophil infiltration [69]. The role specifically of iNOS in GN has not been evaluated.

Neutrophil proteases are stored in specialized intracellular granules that have specific conditions for release, which allow a rapid and graded response to an offending stimulus. These proteases are used against microbes in neutrophil phagosomes but if a stimulus is overwhelming or if a target is too large to be engulfed (i.e. “frustrated” phagocytosis), they can be released into the extracellular space. Neutral proteases, elastases, collagenases and cathepsin G are active at extracellular neutral pH and are, therefore, particularly damaging to tissue: they can cause structural damage to components of the GBM and amplify the local inflammatory response. Alpha-1 proteinase inhibitor protects tissue from inflammatory cell proteases especially elastase. Oxidation of specific methionines of α1PI by oxidative agents (that might include ROS released by neutrophils) and its cleavage by neutrophil-derived metalloproteinases (MMPs) reduce the elastase inhibitory capacity of α1PI. Thus, neutrophil activity might contribute to the glomerular damage by triggering an imbalance in the elastase to α1PI ratio [70].

Elastase influences both thrombosis and inflammation. It can activate platelets through limited proteolytic cleavage of GpIIb/IIIa [71], degrade collagen and laminin to generate fragments with high neutrophil–chemoattractant potential [72] and can remain bound to the cell surface to directly serve as a ligand for the leukocyte adhesion receptor Mac-1 [73]. In a murine model of thrombotic GN, elastase and Mac-1 are required for neutrophil accumulation [30]. In other models, elastase affects the filtration barrier downstream of neutrophil recruitment [74]. Consistent with this, human elastase perfused into the glomeruli
of animals produces a dose-dependent induction of proteinuria in parallel with a reduction in heparan sulfate proteoglycans. This perturbs the anionic charge and antithrombotic properties of the capillary permeability barrier [22].

PR-3 (another neutral proteinase) and MPO, apart from being targets of ANCA also manifest proinflammatory functions. PR-3 proteolytically modifies chemokines, thus enhancing their activity (i.e. cleavage of IL-8 increases its neutrophil chemoattractant potential) and induces the production of inflammatory cytokines by monocytes (tumor necrosis factor-α-TNFα- and IL-1) [75]. Although in vivo confirmation of these activities has yet to be reported. In the presence of hydrogen peroxide, MPO forms highly reactive intermediates including hypochlorous acid that have profound biological properties [76]. These intermediates can induce permeability in the isolated glomerulus [77] and facilitate the activation of polymorphonuclear neutrophil (PMN)-derived MMP9 (type IV collagenase) [78], thus potentially rendering the GBM more susceptible to degradation. In vivo, MPO-deficient mice initially exhibit reduced glomerular damage in a neutrophil-mediated model of anti-GBM GN despite exacerbation of neutrophil recruitment. However, unexpectedly, in the autologous (Th1 T cell macrophage-mediated) phase of the disease, MPO deficiency increases the adaptive immune response [79]. These studies highlight the multiple roles of MPO in the immune response [76]. As MPO is present in both neutrophils and monocyte/macrophages, the relative contribution of MPO from each of these cell types to the observed phenotypes in GN models requires further study.

Neutrophils in areas of inflammation also engage in biosynthesis of lipid mediators such as arachidonate derived prostaglandins and leukotriene B4 (LTB₄) through pathways involving cyclooxygenases and lipoxygenases. As the inflammation resolves, neutrophils can generate proresolving lipid mediators by switching biosynthesis from one class of lipid mediator to another (i.e. from LTB₄ to lipoxins). Lipoxins, including aspirin triggered lipoxins then promote the resolution of inflammation by inhibiting further neutrophil recruitment, reducing vascular permeability and promoting the recruitment of monocytes [80]. With regard to GNs, lipoxins reduce leukocyte rolling and adhesion and decrease neutrophil recruitment [81].

In summary, the contents of neutrophil intracellular granules together with ROS and lipid products released by activated neutrophils clearly play major cytotoxic and regulatory roles in tissue injury. Identification of the mechanisms of actions of neutrophil derived inflammatory mediators and the upstream receptors that trigger their generation are being delineated in vitro. However, for the most part, the relative in vivo relevance of these mechanisms in glomerular inflammation remains to be demonstrated.

**Orchestrators of leukocyte influx**

PMNs synthesize, store and release chemokines and cytokines that influence the recruitment of leukocytes. The storage and regulated release of specific chemokine receptors from intracellular granules to the cell surface [82] allows a neutrophil to fine-tune its response to chemokine gradients. A given inflammatory stimulus dictates the magnitude and pattern of cytokine release [83]. These properties endow neutrophils with the ability to tightly regulate inflammation by tailoring the leukocytic infiltrate to cues encountered in the inflamed tissue. Although per cell neutrophils produce fewer chemokines than their mononuclear cell counterparts, they far outnumber monocytes/macrophages and, therefore, their overall impact is probably as powerful [84]. The capacity of neutrophil-derived cytokines to influence macrophage and lymphocyte accumulation in vivo is inferred from studies in which neutrophil depletion in models of infection, contact hypersensitivity and autoimmune disease resulted in a significant reduction in lymphocyte and macrophage accumulation [83].
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Activated neutrophils secrete cytokines such as TNFα, IL-1β and IL-12 and chemokines such as IL-8, macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP)-1α, MIP-1β, interferon-γ (IFNγ)-inducible protein of 10 kDa (IP-10) and monokine induced by IFNγ (MIG) [83]. IL-8 is the most abundantly produced chemokine by neutrophils and might serve as a feedback mechanism to increase PMN influx. Neutrophils from patients with lupus have an impaired ability to produce IL-8, which could predispose these patients to infection [84]. Neutrophil MIP-1α promotes the chemotaxis of monocytes [85], whereas IP-10 and MIG trigger adhesion of activated T cells [86–88]. Finally, human neutrophils release CCL19, CCL20 and β-defensins that recruit dendritic cells (DCs), which in turn promote neutrophil accumulation by producing high amounts of IL-8 [89]. The impact of these chemokines could be amplified by the simultaneous presence of neutrophil-derived ROS and proteinases that affect chemokine activity. Post-transcriptional modifications of IL-8 regulate neutrophil dynamics. In particular, citrullination protects IL-8 from being processed into a more active form and reduces neutrophil extravasation to the peritoneal cavity, compared to the uncitrullinated form [90]. Neutrophils could regulate IL-8 citrullination and thus limit the inflammatory response.

Collaborators with platelets

Neutrophil interaction with platelets plays a central role in inflammation and also provides an important link between inflammation and thrombosis. This interaction can occur directly through platelet P-selectin/neutrophil PSGL-1, platelet Gp1ba/neutrophil Mac-1 or platelet JAM-3/neutrophil Mac-1 interaction or through a bridging molecule such as fibrinogen, which binds both platelet GpIIb/IIIa and Mac-1 [91]. Following the induction of thrombotic GN or immune complex-induced nephritis, platelets are observed within minutes followed by neutrophil influx [49,92,93]. In some models, platelet accumulation, which is P-selectin dependent, is required for glomerular neutrophil accumulation and thrombosis [92,94]. Conversely, neutrophils are required for platelet accumulation in other models [30,95]. Surprisingly, in a mouse model of thrombotic GN, initial glomerular platelet deposition protects the vessel wall from neutrophil Mac-1-mediated sequelae [30]. Subsequent glomerular injury depends on Mac-1 interaction with platelet Gp1ba, as blocking this interaction does not affect neutrophil influx but attenuates thrombosis [30]. Interestingly, in the acute phase of immune complex-mediated nephritis in rats, blocking fibrinogen interaction with its receptor GpIIb/IIIa on platelets does not affect neutrophil accumulation but completely blocks subsequent proteinuria [95]. Thus, neutrophil interaction with Gp1ba or GpIIb/IIIa on platelets might play a critical role in directing glomerular injury. A neutrophil–platelet partnership could also be important in the resolution phase of GN. Contact between these two cell types triggers a transcellular pathway for the production of lipoxins, which are lipooxygenase-derived eicosanoids that potentially inhibit the recruitment of neutrophils to the glomerulus [81]. P-selectin is important in generating this “stop signal”, which suggests potentially opposing roles for P-selectin in leukocyte recruitment. Neutrophils might also aid in the resolution of GN by promoting phagocytic clearance of activated platelets [96], although the relevance of this pathway to renal disease remains to be assessed.

Shaping adaptive immunity: neutrophil interaction with T cells and dendritic cells (DCs)

Neutrophils shape the adaptive immune response by communicating with T cells and DCs. This could have direct consequences for proliferative GN; polarization towards a Th1 T-cell response associates with susceptibility to crescentic GN [5]. Furthermore, recent research in a mouse model of proliferative GN that probes the role of effector T cells in renal injury demonstrated a critical role for Th1 and Th17 cells in disease progression [97].
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recipients of Th17 cells exhibit glomerular neutrophil influx [98]. In turn, neutrophils can orient the immune response towards a Th1-type response [99,100] and increase the severity of CD8+ T-cell-mediated disease [101]. PMNs can also interact with T cells via several other pathways. They might function as antigen presenting cells: major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II, CD83 and CD86 are synthesized de novo in neutrophils stimulated with IFNγ [88] and are detected on PMNs from patients with active Wegener’s granulomatosis [102] and rheumatoid arthritis[103]. PMNs can also have immunosuppressive effects on T cells. Liberation of arginase from activated or dying PMNs leads to the depletion of extracellular L-arginine and the subsequent inhibition of T-cell proliferation. High levels of arginase are found in human pus and a cell-free exudate completely suppresses T-cell proliferation in an arginase I-dependent manner [104]. Neutrophils can also inhibit the proliferation of IFNγ producing T cells through a NO-dependent mechanism [105].

Signals delivered by DCs to T cells direct immune responses, tolerance or the induction of anergy. Immune outcomes depend on the DC status, which is dictated by the nature of stimuli DCs encounter prior to interaction with T cells. Human neutrophils form clusters with monocyte-derived DCs and upregulate MHC class II and costimulatory molecules CD80 and CD86 that correlate with DC maturation. CD18 integrins and TNF generated by neutrophils are required for this maturation. DCs exposed to neutrophils are more potent stimulators of naïve T cells and secrete IL-12 to polarize helper T-cell differentiation towards the Th1 type [89,106]. Indeed, there is compelling evidence that neutrophils instruct Th1 differentiation in vivo. In models of infection that elicit a strong Th1-dependent T-cell response required for pathogen clearance, neutrophil depletion associates with a reversal of the Th1 response into a primarily Th2 response [100,107,108].

**Self destruction that is not futile**

Neutrophils are short-lived cells with a half-life in circulation of 8–15 h. Their lifespan can be extended to 1–4 days in inflamed tissues by mediators such as granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor, IFNγ and LPS. Neutrophil survival is modulated in autoimmune glomerular disease. For example and paradoxically, neutrophil survival is decreased in ANCA-associated vasculitis and SLE[109]. Given that 0.8–1.6 billion neutrophils per kg of body weight are generated daily, mechanisms for their safe elimination are required, as release of their intracellular contents can lead to significant tissue damage. Neutrophils undergo apoptosis and are subsequently removed by macrophages and DCs. Neutrophils also undergo necrosis and autophagic cell death [110]. More recently neutrophils were reported to undergo a process of cell death referred to as netosis. This route of cell death serves as an antimicrobial defense mechanism but might also increase the risk for autoimmunity.

Neutrophils undergo apoptosis in the absence of extra-cellular stimuli (spontaneous apoptosis) but this process can be markedly accelerated by cytokines, Fas Ligand and phagocytosis of complement or IgG-opsonized targets [61]. LPS-activated monocytes produce the immunosuppressive cytokines IL-10 and TGFβ in the presence of apoptotic neutrophils [111]. Phagocytosis of apoptotic neutrophils by macrophages and DCs triggers anti-inflammatory signals. In particular, the uptake of apoptotic neutrophils promotes macrophage IL-23 secretion, which curbs granulopoiesis[112] and leads to the generation of TGFβ [113,114]. Uptake by DCs reduces the ability of immature DCs to stimulate T-cell proliferation [115,116].

Netosis is a recently described process of neutrophil cell death. Neutrophil activation by stimuli that generate an oxidative burst leads to the release of neutrophil extracellular traps.
(NETs) composed of DNA containing histones and granule proteins, including neutrophil elastase, MPO and bactericidal permeability increasing protein. Netosis is distinct from apoptosis and necrosis as it associates with disintegration of the nuclear envelope, intermixing of cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments and the loss of internal membranes and cytoplasmic organelles[110]. A recent study showed that NETs might also be produced by the release of mitochondrial but not nuclear DNA [117], which suggest that NETs do not lead to cell death under all conditions. Intriguingly, NETs trap several pathogens and thus serve as an antimicrobial defense mechanism. Stimuli that lead to netosis can also result in the deamination of arginine to citrulline in histones, which changes histone structure [118]. The presence of a modified major human autoantigen in NETs suggests that netosis could promote chronic autoimmunity by serving as a source of antigen–chromatin complexes. Thus, NETs could provide a link between infection and autoimmunity. Importantly, a recent report indicates that NETs containing the ANCA antigens MPO and PR-3 are released by anti-ANCA stimulation and NETs are observed in kidney biopsies of patients with small-vessel vasculitis [119].

**Concluding remarks and future directions**

Despite the significant morbidity and mortality associated with glomerulonephritides, treatments remain relatively toxic owing to their broad mechanisms of action [1,48]. Greater delineation of cellular and molecular mechanisms, with the hope of identifying game changers in glomerular disease, is needed to develop more targeted therapeutics. This is a challenge as human GN, which can occur either as a primary renal disorder or secondary to systemic imbalances, encompass a broad range of diseases that are classified according to their histopathologic features but differ in etiology and in many cases are idiopathic in origin. However, there is mounting evidence that the inflammation responsible for end-organ tissue damage is a common entity that links these diseases. Thus, targeting immune cells is an attractive strategy for attenuating GN even if the mechanisms initiating disease remain elusive.

Here, we reviewed data that suggest neutrophils can directly damage the glomerulus and also trigger a cascade of events that reverberate to inform the adaptive immune response. The latter in turn regulates neutrophil production, activation and recruitment and thus mobilizes a whole cadre of new recruits. Data in human biopsies indicate that neutrophils are present in various glomerulonephritides. Indeed, neutrophils are probably underrepresented in biopsies as they are short-lived, and at the time of sampling their influx could have subsided in comparison to macrophages and T cells that are long-lived and can proliferate in situ. Although long considered to be relatively transcriptionally inert, neutrophils can generate de novo several cytokines, chemokines and lipid mediators in response to inflammatory mediators. These molecules shape the subsequent immune response by regulating the influx of leukocyte subsets and the activity of components of the adaptive immune system and other hematopoietic cells such as platelets. Neutrophil-derived cytotoxic elements might also increase the risk for autoimmunity, as they can be targets of the immune response or they can generate epitopes that are autoantigenic. Even the death of neutrophils is tailored to mold the immune landscape; apoptosis and the subsequent phagocytosis of the corpses by macrophages deliver anti-inflammatory signals. By contrast, in netosis, neutrophils extrude nuclear material to form “NETs” that trap bacteria but could also present modified autoantigens that increase the risk of autoimmunity (Figure 3).

We hope that the data reviewed herein will stimulate research into the contribution of and mechanisms by which neutrophils promote GN, as these cells are not only capable of directly instigating glomerular damage but also of collaborating with members of “specific immunity” to shape the immune landscape. There is much to be done in this area and the
potential for novel discoveries is significant. Areas of interest include (i) a detailed analysis of mechanisms of leukocyte recruitment in the specialized micro-vasculature of the glomerulus under normal and pathological states using real-time imaging techniques; (ii) development of animal models that more faithfully model GN of differing etiologies; (iii) the analysis of clinical samples to correlate neutrophil influx and activation with adaptive immune cells and markers; and (iv) understanding the relative importance of neutrophil-derived components (e.g. cytokines, ROS and proteinases) in glomerular injury that can be achieved by studying mice with neutrophil-specific knockdown of the molecules of interest [120]. Results from these studies could direct therapeutic strategies to limit the scope of renal inflammation and subsequent glomerular damage in proliferative GN. Possible targets include the adhesion molecules that promote neutrophil recruitment in the glomerulus, the immunomodulators of neutrophil function or the intracellular signaling molecules that promote neutrophil activation and the generation of inflammatory mediators responsible for glomerular injury. For example, a pharma-cological inhibitor of the tyrosine kinase, Spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk) protects against experimentally induced arthritis [121,122] and SLE [123] in mice and its therapeutic benefit has been shown in clinical trials for human arthritis [124,125]. Syk is expressed primarily in hematopoietic cells and signals via Immunoreceptor Tyrosine Activating Motif-containing receptors such as FcγRs. Small chemical inhibitors of FcγRIIA, a FcγR present on neutrophils, macrophages, platelets, mast cells and basophils, inhibit destructive autoimmune arthritis in mice engineered to express the human FcγRIIA [126]. These are encouraging leads that could translate into antineutrophil therapeutic strategies in GN as the inhibitors appear to be effective in diseases initiated by ICs, known pathogenic entities in many types of GN. They also probably target neutrophils as Syk and FcγRIIIA are important mediators of IC-induced neutrophil responses. However, such single-point interdiction strategies might not be successful in the complex setting of clinical human GN where neutrophils are one of many components involved in disease pathogenesis. Moreover, the window of therapeutic opportunity is also limited given that neutrophil involvement is probably most prominent at the onset of disease. Nonetheless, given the paucity and relative toxicity of current treatments and the emerging role of neutrophils in proliferative GN, it is essential that the potential role of this largely ignored leukocyte subset in GN is fully explored, as they have the potential to be game changers in disease pathogenesis.

Glossary

Alternate complement pathway

Complement is activated by three pathways, alternative, classical (complement protein C1 binding to antigen-antibody complexes) and lectin (binding of plasma lectin to mannose residues on microbes). C3 cleavage to C3b and C3a is a central event in complement activation and the steps leading to this event differs between the pathways. The alternative pathway (AP) of C3 cleavage is initiated by the slow, spontaneous hydrolysis of a thioester in plasma C3 that leads to the formation of a fluid-phase C3 convertase and generation of C3a and C3b (“tick-over” mechanism). In fluid phase, C3b is inactivated by hydrolysis. If it becomes cell-associated, it binds factor B and forms the AP C3 convertase. This convertase cleaves C3 to produce additional C3b and aids in the formation of C5 convertase, which cleaves C5 into C5a and C5b. The remaining steps of complement activation are the same. The activity of C3b is inhibited by regulatory proteins such as Factor H present on host cells.
Cryoglobulinemia is a group of disorders commonly characterized by the presence in the serum of cryoglobulins, blood proteins precipitating at temperatures lower than 37 °C. Cryoglobulinemia is also often used to specifically refer to small-to-medium vasculitis involving cryoglobulins containing immune complexes. Cryoglobulins consist of immunoglobulins (Ig) and complement components and are categorized into three types depending on their composition: type I – monoclonal Ig (e.g. multiple myeloma), type II – mixture of polyclonal Ig associated with a monoclonal Ig (e.g. chronic viral infection such as hepatitis C) and type III – polyclonal Ig (usually associated with connective tissue diseases).

Eicosanoids are a group of autocrine or paracrine molecules derived from the metabolism of omega-3 or omega-6 essential fatty acids. This group includes the metabolites of the arachidonic acid such as prostaglandins, leukotrienes, prostacyclins and thromboxanes, which are involved in immunity and inflammatory processes. Eicosanoids are frequently the targets of anti-inflammatory drugs (such as nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs).

Hydronephrosis is dilatation of the renal collecting system secondary to a urinary tract obstruction.

Paraproteinemias also called monoclonal gammapathies and refer to a group of disorders characterized by the pathologic clonal proliferation of a plasma cell producing a monoclonal protein termed paraprotein or M-protein, which can be detected in the serum and/or in the urine. This includes among others multiple myeloma and monoclonal gammapathy of undetermined significance.

Proteinuria is pathological urinary protein excretion above 150 mg/day (physiological threshold). Protein excretion above 3 g/day is considered heavy proteinuria and is a sign of prominent renal injury.

TTP and hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) are acute systemic disorders associating thrombocytopenia and microangiopathic hemolytic anemia (non-immune hemolysis with red blood cells fragmentation) without any apparent cause. TTP is commonly the diagnosis when neurologic abnormalities are present with minimal renal involvement. HUS usually refers to patients with prominent acute renal failure without neurologic abnormalities. When both neurologic and renal involvements are present, the mixed term TTP–HUS can be used as the pathologic changes of both are similar (thrombi deposition mainly composed of platelets in the microvessels of the affected organs).
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Figure 1.
Proliferative GN. Summary of proliferative GN subtypes categorized by the primary mechanism underlying disease.
Figure 2.
Representative figures of a case of postinfectious diffuse proliferative glomerulitis. (a) Histology showing marked endocapillary proliferation with numerous neutrophils. (b, c) Immunofluorescence microscopy showing capillary wall staining for (b) granular IgG and (c) C3. (d) Electron microscopy showing subepithelial deposits “humps” (thin white arrows) and infiltrating neutrophils (N). Glomerular basement membrane is marked by thick white arrows. Abbreviations: Ep– visceral epithelial cell or podocytes and En– endothelial cell.
Figure 3.
Neutrophils shape the immune landscape. Neutrophils can impact several immune related functions from leukocyte recruitment and T-cell regulation to thrombosis and autoimmunity. Neutrophil effects are communicated by direct contact with other cells and/or the secretion of inflammatory mediators. Abbreviations: ANCA, anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antigen; MHC, major histocompatibility complex; MPO, myeloperoxidase; NO, nitric oxide; PR-3, proteinase 3; ROS, reactive oxygen species; H$_2$O, water; HOCl, hypochlorous acid; H$_2$O$_2$, hydrogen peroxide; Cl$^-$, chloride anion; H+, hydrogen ion.
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### Table 1

Renal biopsy findings in proliferative GN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of proliferative GN</th>
<th>Light microscopy</th>
<th>Immunofluorescence microscopy</th>
<th>Electron microscopy (electron-dense deposits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postinfectious GN</td>
<td>Diffuse proliferative GN, 3+ neutrophils in gc</td>
<td>IgG, occasionally IgA or IgM, C3, granular, CW</td>
<td>Subendothelial deposits, subepithelial humps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupus nephritis (class III/IV)</td>
<td>Focal or diffuse proliferative GN, 1–3+ neutrophils in gc</td>
<td>IgG, IgA, IgM, Clq, C3, granular, CW and mesangial</td>
<td>Subendothelial and mesangial deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraproteins/monoclonal gammopathy</td>
<td>Focal or diffuse proliferative GN, 1–3+ neutrophils in gc</td>
<td>IgG, IgA, or IgM with κ or λ light chain restriction, or light chains only, CW</td>
<td>Subendothelial and mesangial deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapidly progressive GN</td>
<td>Crescentic and necrotizing GN, 1–3+ neutrophils in gc, in crescents and necrotizing lesions</td>
<td>IgG linear staining along CW in anti-GBM GN, negative in ANCA vasculitis</td>
<td>No deposits in anti-GBM or ANCA-associated GN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibody-mediated rejection</td>
<td>Glomerulitis with neutrophils, 1–3+ neutrophils in gc</td>
<td>Negative, positive C4d staining of post-transplant capillaries</td>
<td>Negative for immune deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative complement pathway dysfunction</td>
<td>Proliferative GN, 1–3+ neutrophils in gc</td>
<td>C3, granular, CW negative for Ig</td>
<td>Dense deposits of complement proteins in mesangium and along CW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: gc, glomerular capillaries; CW, capillary wall.

Scoring: 1+ defined as neutrophils in less than 25% of gc, 2+ as neutrophils involving up to 50% gc and 3+ as neutrophils involving more than 50% of gc.